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PROGRAM OVERVIEW

NOTE: The times and locations of all Committee Meetings are available at the Registration Desk and posted on the notice board in the CALIFORNIA ROOM.

Thursday, July 2nd.
8:30am. Tour to Monterey/Carmel departs the registration desk.

Friday, July 3rd.
9:00am. Tour to Muir Woods and Sausalito departs the registration desk.
noon - 5:00pm. Conference Registration

Saturday, July 4th.
8:00am. - 5:00pm. Conference Registration
8:00am. - 9:00am. Editorial Board breakfast meeting
8:00am. - 10:00am. Nominations Committee
8:45am. - 4:15pm. Conflict Resolution Workshop
9:00am. - 1:00pm. U.S./Soviet Relations Workshop
AIDS Workshop
Financial Workshop
2:00pm. - 4:00pm. Governing Council Meeting
4:30pm. - 5:30pm. Opening Ceremonies
7:30pm. - 10:30pm. Charterd Cruise on San Francisco Bay

Sunday, July 5th.
8:00am. - 5:00pm. Conference Registration
8:00am. - 4:00pm. Publications Exhibition/Hospitality room.
8:30am. - 10:15am. Panels, First Session
10:30am. - 12:15pm. Panels, Second Session
12:30pm. - 1:30pm. Invited Address: Georgie Anne Geyer
12:30pm. - 1:30pm. Open Meeting of the East/West Committee
1:45pm. - 3:30pm. Panels, Third Session
3:45pm. - 5:30pm. Panels, Fourth Session
5:30pm. - 7:00pm. Sponsored Reception
5:30pm. - 7:30pm. Film Presentation/Roundtable, "28-UP"
** Saturday, July 4th **

********************************************************
REGISTRATION 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
********************************************************

Workshop 1: CONFLICT AND COOPERATION AMONG GROUPS: AN EXPERIENTIAL WORKSHOP IN THE 'TAVISTOCK' TRADITION

Telegraph Hill A 8:45 am - 4:15 pm

Chair: Jerrold M. Post, M.D., Washington, D.C.

Director: Arthur Colman, M.D., San Francisco

Participants: Michael A. Diamond, Ph.D., Columbia, MO.
Alistair Mant, Ph.D., London
Rafael Moses, M.D., Jerusalem
Mohammed Shaalan, M.D., Cairo
Margaret Riech, Ph.D. Washington, D.C.

Workshop 2: PUBLIC AND ELITE ATTITUDES ON U.S.- SOVIET RELATIONS AND THE RISK OF NUCLEAR WAR

Cathedral Hill A 9:00 am - 1:00 pm

Chair: Richard Smoke, Brown University

Presenters: John Immerwahr, The Public Agenda Foundation
Richard Smoke, Center for Foreign Policy Development, Brown University

Discussants: Alexander George, Stanford University
M. Brewster Smith, University of California, Santa Cruz

Workshop 3: FINANCIAL PLANNING

Twin Peaks 9:00 am - 1:00 pm

Chair: Judith Briles, President, MBA, Certified Financial Planner Briles Group

Workshop 4: AIDS: POLICY AND PROSPECTS IN SAN FRANCISCO

Cathedral Hill B 9:00 am - 1:00 pm

Sponsors: San Francisco AIDS Foundation

Monday, July 6th.

8:00am - 5:00pm. Conference Registration
8:00am - 4:00pm. Publications Exhibition/Hospitality room
8:30am - 10:15am. Panels, First Session
10:30am - 12:15pm. Panels, Second Session
12:30pm - 1:30pm. Invited Address: Nevitt Sanford
1:45pm - 3:30pm. Panels, Third Session
3:45pm - 5:30pm. ISFP Business Meeting and Presidential Address
7:00pm. ISFP Annual Dinner in the Japanese Pavilion. Admittance by Reservation. Purchase tickets at registration.

Tuesday, July 7th.

8:00am - 2:00pm. Conference Registration
8:00am - 2:00pm. Publications Exhibition/Hospitality room
8:30am - 10:15am. Panels, First Session
10:30am - 12:15pm. Panels, Second Session
12:15pm - 3:30pm. Nomination Committee Meeting
12:30pm - 1:30pm. Invited Address
1:45pm - 3:30pm. Panels, Third Session
3:30pm - 4:30pm. Cocktail Hour Honoring the Program Committee
4:00pm - 6:00pm. Governing Council Meeting (Dinner follows)

Wednesday, July 8th.

9:00am - 5:00pm. Wine Country Tour

Thursday, July 9th.

8:00am. Yosemite/Reno/Lake Tahoe Tour departs
** Saturday, July 4th **

Room 378  GOVERNING COUNCIL MEETING  2:00 - 4:00 pm

El Dorado  OPENING CEREMONIES  4:30 - 5:30 pm

Welcome:  Conference Chair M. Brewster Smith
Tribute to Jeanne N. Knutson:  ISPP President Hans Dieter Klingemann

Awards Presentation:
- Harold D. Lasswell Award
  Presented by Robert C. Tucker
- Nevitt Sanford Award
  Presented by Richard Ned Lebow and Nevitt Sanford
- Erik H. Erikson Award
  Presented by Carol Barner-Barry and Erik H. Erikson

Brief Remarks:  Erik H. Erikson

** Sunday, July 5, 8:30 - 10:15 am **

REGISTRATION  8:00 am - 5:00 pm

BOOK EXHIBIT  8:00 am - 4:00 pm  California Room

Roundtable 1:  OBSTACLES TO IMPROVED U.S.-SOVIET RELATIONS:
AS WE SEE IT--AS THEY SEE IT

Twin Peaks
Chair:  Thomas W. Milburn, Ohio State University
Presenting the American Side:  Richard Ned Lebow, Cornell University
Richard Smoke, Brown University
Donald A. Sylvan, Ohio State University
Presenting the Soviet Side:  Robert C. Tucker, Princeton University
Richard F. Staar, Hoover Institution
Alex Dallin, Stanford University
Commentator:  Harold Saunders, Brookings Institution

Panel 1-1:  HUMAN NATURE AND THE STRUCTURE OF INTENTIONALITY

Pescadro/Pacific Heights
Chair:  Michael A. Diamond, University of Missouri
Papers:
- "Psychoanalysis and the Frankfurt School: The Question of the Whole Self"
  C. Fred Alford, University of Maryland
- "Psychoanalysis and the Frankfurt School: A Lacanian Perspective"
  Fred R. Dallmayr, University of Notre Dame
- "Psychoanalysis and Politics"
  Alan Davies, University of Melbourne, Australia
Discussant:  Guy Adams, Evergreen State College

Reminder to Panel and Events Chairs:  PLEASE submit your report for the proceedings to the Conference Secretary at the Registration Desk BEFORE DEPARTING from the meetings. Thank You.

MINUTE TAPES

Cassette tapes will be available for each session of the meetings. They may be purchased at the "Minute Tape" table in the California Room a few minutes after the conclusion of the session. Cassette tapes will also be available by mail after the meeting. Write or call B. Mitchell Loebel, 1966 Sunnyvale-Saratoga Road, Suite 14, Sunnyvale, California 94087 ((408) 730-1907) and ask for a complete list of "Minute Tapes" and ordering instructions.
Panel 1-2: PSYCHOANALYSIS, CONFLICT AND AGGRESSION: FROM THE VANTAGE POINT OF POLITICAL THEORY

Marina/Sea Cliff

Chair: James M. Glass, University of Maryland

Papers:
- "Psychoanalysis and Aggression: Reflections on Freud's Essays on War"
  Jean Bethke Elshtain, University of Massachusetts
- "Thomas Hobbes: Psychoanalytic Perspectives"
  Norman Jacobson, University of California, Berkeley
- "A Critique of Freud's Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego"
  E. Victor Wolfenstein, University of California, Los Angeles

Discussants: Glass, Elshtain, Jacobson and Wolfenstein

Panel 1-3: THE POLITICS OF FEAR: THE PSYCHOSOCIAL RESPONSE TO THE CRISIS OF AIDS

Cathedral Hill A

Chair: Douglas Bell, University of Chicago

Papers:
- "Propaganda in the 80's: The Symbolic Use of AIDS in the Messages of Tele-Evangelists"
  Douglas Bell, University of Chicago
- "The Thematization of AIDS Within the Gay Community: Understanding Historical Change and Human Nature"
  James O'Brien, University of Chicago
- "Sex Education or Fear Education: Local School District's Policy and Decision Making"
  Karen Alston, University of Chicago
- "Fear of AIDS Among High School Students"
  Andrew Ferios, University of Illinois
  Douglas Bell, University of Chicago

Discussants: Bell, O'Brien, Alston and Ferios

Panel 1-4: POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY: AMERICAN ORIGINS

Telegraph Hill B

Chair: William F. Stone, University of Maine, Orono

Papers:
- "Genetic -- That is, Motivational -- Psychology in Politics"
  James C. Davies, University of Oregon
- "Outline of a Contextual History of Political Psychology"
  Jaap van Ginneken, Baschwitz Institute, Netherlands
- "Schrecker's 'No Ivory Tower' and Politically Active Psychologists in the U.S., 1935 - 1955"
  Benjamin Harris, University of Wisconsin, Parkside
- "George Herbert Mead's Pragmatist Vision of the Political Process"
  Henry Minton, University of Windsor, Canada
- "Current History: Notes on the Founding of ISPP"
  William F. Stone, University of Maine

Discussant: Margaret G. Hermann, Ohio State University

Panel 1-5: PSYCHOANALYTIC APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF LEADERSHIP

Telegraph Hill A

Chair: Betty Glad, University of Illinois and New York University

Papers:
- "Louis XIII: The Problems in Research"
  Elizabeth Marvick, University of California, Los Angeles
- "The Leader and the Led: A Dyadic Relationship"
  Rafael Mosco, Hebrew University
- "Mystics and Professionals: Leadership and the Culture of American Psychoanalysis"
  Douglas Kirsner, Deakin University, Australia

Discussant: Juliette George, Stanford University

Reminder to Panel and Events Chairs: PLEASE submit your report for the proceedings to the Conference Secretary at the Registration Desk BEFORE DEPARTING from the meetings. Thank You.
Panel 1-6: CAUSES OF ETHNIC CONFLICT
Cathedral Hill B
Chair: Moshe M. Czudnowski, Northern Illinois University
Papers:
"Some Sociopsychological Aspects of Nationalism among Political Elites in Quebec"
Moshe M. Czudnowski, Northern Illinois University
"Individual Failure and the Political Salience of Ethnicity: Modern Society as Explanatory Context for the Convergence of Ascription and Achievement-Focused Dynamics"
Martin O. Heisler, University of Maryland
Title to be Announced
Abraham Ashkenasi, The Free University of Berlin, W. Germany
"Redistributing the Maori Vote: 1972-1984"
Alan Simpson, University of Waikato, New Zealand
"Political Irrationality: The Case of South Africa"
Peter Du Preez, University of Cape Town, South Africa
"Ethnic Conflict: A Case Study of the Demand of the Tribals of Bihar and Adjoining Areas for Statehood"
S. K. Moitra, St. Columbia's College, India
"Levels of Interaction between Arabs and Jewish Participants in Problem-solving Workshops in Israel"
Nadim Rouhana, The Van Leer Institute, Israel
Discussant: Jean LaPoune, University of British Columbia, Canada

Panel 2-1: FORMAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF DECISION MAKING
Precidio/Pacific Heights
Chair: Charles M. Benjamin, Bethel College
Papers:
"Negotiation Solutions for 2 x 2 Games"
Ted Mitchell, University of Nevada-Reno
"Game Theory Applications to Arms Control Verification"
Niall Fraser and Seong Cheon, University of Waterloo, Canada
"Towards a Theoretical and Practical Analysis of the Language of Politics: A Case Study of Political Language in Flemish Newspapers (1831-1981)"
Christ'le De Landtsheer, State University of Ghent, Belgium
"Computer Assisted Interactive Conflict Analysis Utilizing CONAN Software"
Ward R. H. Ching and Charles A. Powell, University of Southern California
Charles M. Benjamin, Bethel College
Discussant: Daniel Ellsberg

REGISTRATION 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
BOOK EXHIBIT 8:00 am - 4:00 pm California Room
Panel 2-2: POLITICAL MOBILIZATION AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
Marina/Sea Cliff

Chair: M. Margaret Conway, University of Maryland

Papers:
- "Explaining Patterns of Voter Registration"
  M. Margaret Conway and Kathleen Dolan, University of Maryland
- "Organization and Maintenance of Local Grassroots Social Movement Organizations: The Case of Citizen Diplomacy"
  Earl A. Molander, Portland State University
  Theo Brown, Project Victory
- "The Joining of Political Groups Among Youth: A Process of Conversion?"
  Willem Kox, University of Utrecht, Netherlands
- "Political Participation of Ethnic Minorities in the 1980's"
  Carole J. Uhlaner, University of California, Irvine
  Bruce E. Cain and D. Roderick Kiewiet, California Institute of Technology

Discussants: Conway, Dolan, Molander, Brown, Kox and Uhlaner

Panel 2-3: COGNITION, RATIONALITY AND GENDER
Telegraph Hill A

Chair: Christine Kulke, The Technical University of Berlin, W. Germany

Papers:
- "Women's Approach to Cognition and to Reason"
  Myriam Lewin, Manhattanville College
- "Rhetorics and Power: The Freudian Example"
  Sybe Terwee, University of Leiden, Netherlands
- "Rationality and the Moral Rhetorics of Affect"
  Helen Haste, University of Bath, UK
- "Communicative Concepts of Reason Versus Instrumental Rationality: A Challenge for Patriarchal Gender Relations?"
  Christine Kulke, The Technical University of Berlin, W. Germany

Discussants: Fred R. Dallmayr, University of Notre Dame

Panel 2-4: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF POLITICAL LEADERSHIP
Cathedral Hill A

Chair: Murray Edelman, University of Wisconsin

Papers:
- "The Construction of Political Leaders"
  Murray Edelman, University of Wisconsin
- "Emotional and Cognitive Reactions to Watching Political Leaders: Experimental Evidence in France and the U.S."
  Denis G. Sullivan and Roger D. Masters, Dartmouth College
- "Personality and Policy Preferences in the Soviet Union: The Case of Mikhail Gorbachev"
  Arline Heil Inman, Arizona State University
- "The Dynamics of Charismatic Transformation: The Paradox of Love and Power"
  Raymond Trevor Bradley, Institute for Whole Social Science
- "Psychological Pain and the Presidency: Calvin Coolidge as Example"
  Robert E. Gilbert, Northeastern University
- "A Developmental Perspective on Power"
  Nancy Roberts, U.S. Naval Postgraduate School

Discussants: Betty Glad, University of Illinois and New York University

** Sunday, July 5, 10:30 am - 12:15 pm **

BOOK EXHIBIT 8:00 am - 4:00 pm California Room

Cassette tapes will be available for each session of the meetings. They may be purchased at the "Minute Tape" table in the California Room a few minutes after the conclusion of the session. Cassette tapes will also be available by mail after the meeting. Write or call B. Mitchell Loebel, 1066 Sunnyvale-Saratoga Road, Suite 14, Sunnyvale, California 94087 ((408) 730-1907) and ask for a complete list of "Minute Tapes" and ordering instructions.
** Sunday, July 5, 10:30 am - 12:15 pm **

Panel 2-5: UNDERSTANDING AND REPRESENTING FOREIGN POLICY DECISION MAKING

Telegraph Hill B

Chair: Donald A. Sylvan, Ohio State University

Steven Majeski, University of Washington

"Cognitive Processes and Foreign Policy Argumentation"
Cynthia Orbovich, Macalster College

"Japanese Energy Policy Decision Making: A Computational Model"
Donald A. Sylvan, Ohio State University
Davis B. Bobrow, University of Maryland
Brian Ripley, Ohio State University

"The Construction of Political Actors and the Worlds They Inhabit Using Rule-Based Systems"
Dwain Mefford, Ohio State University

"Scientific Analysis of Iranian Foreign Policy"
Mohammed Jari, University of Bordeaux I, France

Discussant: Thomas W. Milburn, Ohio State University

** Sunday, July 5, 10:30 am - 12:15 pm **

Panel 2-6: VALUES AND VALUE ORIENTATIONS: RECENT RESEARCH AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Room 378

Chair: Helmut Klages, Verwaltungshochschule Speyer, W. Germany

Papers: "Individual Value Stability and Change: A German Panel Study"
Willi Herbert and Gerdhard Franz, Verwaltungshochschule Speyer, W. Germany

"Television Behavior and Values Orientation"
Gabriele Hippler, Verwaltungshochschule Speyer, W. Germany
Hans-J. Hippler, ZUMA, Mannheim, W. Germany

"International Comparative Values Research: The Concept of Mapping-Sentence"
Ruth Meyer, University of Bern, Switzerland

"A Comparative Analysis of Value Systems of French and English-Speaking Canadians"
Douglas Baer, University of Western Ontario, Canada

Discussant: Kai Hildebrandt, University of Windsor, Canada

** Sunday, July 5, 10:30 - 1:30 pm **

LUNCH HOUR SPEAKER

El Dorado Syndicated Columnist Georgie Anne Geyer

***************

Twin Peaks Open Meeting of the East-West Committee

Chair: James MacGregor Burns,
Patricia Hunt-Perry
** Sunday, July 5, 1:45 - 3:30 pm **

Roundtable 3: THE UTILITY OF THE CONCEPT OF CULTURE IN EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON POLITICS

Cathedral Hill A

Chair: Samuel H. Barnes, University of Michigan

Fritz Gaenslen, University of Vermont
Richard Gunther, Ohio State University
Max Kaase, University of Mannheim, W. Germany
E. Raymond Platig, U.S. Department of State
Richard Sisson, University of California, Los Angeles

Panel 3-1: LIFE COURSE AND GENERATIONAL POLITICS

Cathedral Hill B

Chair: Richard G. Braungart, Syracuse University

Papers:

"The Vietnam Generation Through the Life Course"
   Jerold M. Starr, West Virginia University

"The Ideology of Gender: A Cross-National Analysis"
   Neil Nevitte and Roger Gibbins, University of Calgary, Canada

"Youth Under Discussion: Youth Policy in a Sociological Retrospective"
   Ruiter J. B. Bremer, Ministry of Welfare, Health and Culture, Netherlands

"Social and Political Attitudes of the Elderly in the Netherlands"
   Peter Ester, Dutch Social and Cultural Planning Bureau, Netherlands

"Generational Conflict and Intergroup Relations: Complementary Perspectives of Political Generations"
   Richard G. Braungart, Syracuse University
   Margaret M. Braunart, State University of New York Health Science Center, Syracuse University

Discusant: Margaret Braungart, State University of New York Health Science Center, Syracuse University

Panel 3-2: SOME COGNITIVE STUDIES ON SOVIET-AMERICAN RELATIONS

Marina/Sea Cliff

Chair: James F. Voss, University of Pittsburgh

Papers:

"Cognitive Images and Soviet-American Relations"
   Richard K. Herrmann, Ohio State University

"The Gorbachev Effect on Soviet Policy Rhetoric"
   Philip E. Tetlock, University of California, Berkeley

"Reasoning in the Context of Soviet-American Relations"
   James F. Voss, University of Pittsburgh

Discusant: George W. Breslauer, University of California, Berkeley

Panel 3-3: WOMEN AND CITIZENSHIP

Twin Peaks

Chair: Arthur Miller, University of Iowa

Papers:

"Gender and Attitudes toward Political Participation in Socialist and Non-socialist Countries"
   Renata Siemicnska, Warsaw University, Poland

"Adult Socialization and Outgroup Politicization: An Empirical Study of Consciousness-raising among Women Candidates for Political Office in Scotland"
   Jenny Chapman, University of Strathclyde, UK

"Aspects of Citizenship in a Woman-friendly Polity"
   Kathleen Jones, San Diego State University

"Women, Citizenship and Political Participation in Latin American Politics"
   Jane Jacquette, Occidental College

Discusant: William M. Lafferty, University of Oslo, Norway
** Sunday, July 5, 1:45 - 3:30 pm **

Panel 3-4: IDEOLOGICAL EXPLANATIONS OF VOTING: ALTERNATIVES TO THE LEFT-RIGHT DIMENSION

Preludio/Pacific Heights

Chair: Cees P. Middendorp, Erasmus University, Netherlands

Papers: "The Meaning of Left and Right in Europe: A Comparative Analysis"
Oddbjorn Knutsen, University of Oslo, Norway

"Interpreting the Jewish Vote in Canada: Left-right or Center-periphery Models"
Jean LaPone, University of British Columbia, Canada

"Models for Predicting the Dutch Vote Along the Authoritarian-Libertarian Dimension: Ideological and Background Determinants"
Cees P. Middendorp, Erasmus University, Netherlands

Discussant: Ronald Inglehart, University of Michigan

Panel 3-5: EXERCISES IN DENIAL: ORGANIZED AND DISORGANIZED FLIGHT FROM THE MODERN WORLD

Telegraph Hill A

Chair: Donald N. Michael, University of Michigan

Papers: "Biological Power and the Retreat to Innocence"
Walter Truett Anderson, Author

"Infoglut and the Quest for Certainty"
Donald N. Michael, University of Michigan

"The Political Pathology of Modern Cynicism"
Brian Murphy, Consultant

Reminder to Panel and Events Chairs: PLEASE submit your report for the proceedings to the Conference Secretary at the Registration Desk BEFORE DEPARTING from the meetings. Thank You.

** Sunday, July 5, 1:45 - 3:30 pm **

Panel 3-6: HERMENEUTICS AND SUBJECTIVITY: CONTINUATION OF A DIALOGUE

Telegraph Hill B

Chair: Steven R. Brown, Kent State University
Richard B. Ulman, New York Medical College

Papers: "Indeterminacy, Complementarity, and the Deconstruction of Subjectivity"
Steven R. Brown, Kent State University
Bruce F. McKeown, Seattle Pacific University

"Psychoanalysis as a Hermeneutic Science and the New Paradigm of Subjectivity: The Evolution of a Research Tradition"
Richard B. Ulman and Peter B. Zimmerman, New York Medical College

Discussants: Martin J. Packer, Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development
Dan B. Thomas, Wartburg College

Panel 3-7: DETERRENCE AND CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

Room 378

Chair: Blema Steinberg, McGill University, Canada

Papers: "Deterrence, Disarmament and 'Star Wars': Competing Psychoanalytic Perspectives"
Blema Steinberg, McGill University, Canada

"Is the Soviet-American Arms Race Derived from Security Interests? Findings of An Interview Study with Defense Policy Makers"
Steven Kull, Stanford University

"Members of Parliament and SDS"
Jan van Putten, Vrije University of Amsterdam, Netherlands

"Application of the Creon Model--Predominant Leader: Nehru and Assad"
Necra Gupta, Ohio State University

"Beyond Deterrence: Alternative Strategies of Conflict Management"
Richard Ned Lebow, Cornell University
Judith Stein, University of Toronto, Canada

Discussant: Jacob Bercovitch, University of Canterbury, New Zealand
Panel 4-1:  VALUES AND GENDER

Cathedral Hill B

Chair:  Donald R. Brown, University of Michigan

Papers:
- "Development of Attitudes Toward Physician Authority by Male and Female Medical Students"
  Linda Grant and William Ganza, University of Georgia
- "Gender and the Power Motive"
  David Winter, Wesleyan University
- "Politics and Ideology in the Identity Development of Women from Late Adolescence to Adulthood"
  Ruthellen Josselson, Towson State University
- "Gender Differences in Values and Their Impact on Academic Achievement"
  Marita Rosch Inglehart and Donald R. Brown, University of Michigan
- "Gender Differences in Values and Their Impact on Career Choices"
  Avonne Mason, Marita Rosch Inglehart and Donald R. Brown, University of Michigan


Panel 4-2:  ETHNIC CONFLICT IN GEOGRAPHICALLY DIVIDED URBAN SETTLEMENTS

Marina/Sea Cliff

Chair:  Abraham Ashkenasi, Free University of Berlin, W. Germany

Papers:
- "Ethnic Conflict in Cities with Islamic Minorities: Jerusalem, Kuala Lumpur and Nicosia"
  Abraham Ashkenasi, Free University of Berlin, W. Germany
- "The National Identification of Minorities in Malaysia"
  Loh Kok Wah, University Sains, Malaysia
- "Deprived Asian Migrants in Britain: A Study of Socio-cultural and Political Alienation of Youth"
  M.G. Husain, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi, India

Discussant:  Paul M. Lubeck, The College of Mexico, Mexico

Panel 4-3:  THE MORAL ROOTS OF POLITICAL ACTION

Telegraph Hill B

Chair:  James M. Jasper, New York University

Papers:
- "Gender Psychology and the Politics of Social Welfare"
  Marty Gilens, University of California, Berkeley
- "Religious Tradition and Public Discourse in the U.S.: A Catholic Case Study"
  Kian-Woon Kwok, National University of Singapore
- "Negotiating the Self: Empathy and Manipulation in Early Capitalism"
  Charles E. Stephen, University of California, Berkeley
- "Problem Styles: The Experts' Instrumentalism Versus the Public's Moralism"
  James M. Jasper, New York University

Discussant:  Ann Swidler, Stanford University

Panel 4-4:  INTERGENERATIONAL VALUE CHANGE IN EAST ASIA AND THE WEST AND ITS POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES

Cathedral Hill A

Chair:  Scott C. Flanagan, Florida State University

Papers:
- "The Dimensions of Value Change in Five Advanced Industrial Democracies: Japan, the U.S., Britain, Germany and France"
  Hiroshi Akuto, University of Tokyo, Japan
- "Value Change in East Asia: A Comparison of Value Cleavages in Japan and Korea"
  Scott C. Flanagan and Anh-Ric Lee, Florida State University
- "The Social and Cultural Bases of Value Change Beyond Postmaterialism: An Analysis in Fifteen Nations"
  Steven Harding, Nene College, UK
- "Value Change Within and Between Generations: The American Baby Boomers"
  Gregory B. Markus, University of Michigan

Discussant:  Russell J. Dalton, Florida State University
Panel 4-5: PSYCHODYNAMICS OF THE SNAKEPIT: PSYCHOANALYTIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE SEAMY SIDE OF ORGANIZATIONAL LIFE

Precidlo/Pacific Heights

Chair: Howard S. Schwartz, Oakland University

Papers:
"Organizational Behavior as Playful Response to Traumatic Initiation"
Howell S. Baum, University of Maryland

"Male Anxiety and the Threat of Female Authority"
Carol Becker, The School of the Art Institute of Chicago

"Conflict in Organizations: A Psychoanalytic Perspective"
Michael A. Diamond, University of Missouri

"Case History of a Snakepit: The Merger of GM and EDS"
Howard S. Schwartz and Mary Van Sell, Oakland University

Discussant: Ralph P. Hummel, University of Oklahoma

PSYCHOANALYTIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE SEAMY SIDE OF ORGANIZATIONAL LIFE

Cassette tapes will be available for each session of the meetings. They may be purchased at the "Minute Tape" table in the California Room a few minutes after the conclusion of the session. Cassette tapes will also be available by mail after the meeting. Write or call B. Mitchell Loebel, 1066 Sunnyvale-Saratoga Road, Suite 14, Sunnyvale, California 94087 ((408) 730-1907) and ask for a complete list of "Minute Tapes" and ordering instructions.

** Sunday, July 5, 3:45 - 5:30 pm **

Panel 4-6: IDEOLOGIES AND POLITICAL BELIEF SYSTEMS

Telegraph Hill A

Chair: Jan Van Deth, Twente University, Netherlands

Papers:
"Changes in Political Interest Levels and the Stability of Mass Belief Systems"
Jan Van Deth, Twente University, Netherlands

"Political Beliefs and Party Support in Britain: A Convariance Structure Analysis"
Harold D. Clarke, Marianne C. Stewart and Gary Zuk, Rutgers University

"Constructing Ideologies: A Psychosocial Theory with Examples from Northern Ireland"
John Cash, University of Melbourne, Australia

"Why We Need More Politics in Northern Ireland"
Martin Tyrrell, Queen's University, Belfast, UK

"The Irish Divorce Referendum" Robert Darcy, Oklahoma State University
Richard Engstrom, University of New Orleans
Michael Lavery, University College, Galway, Ireland

Discussant: Hans Dieter Klingemann, Free University of Berlin, W. Germany
Panel 4-7: DIFFERENT EXPLANATORY MODELS OF POLITICAL
BEHAVIOR AT THE MICRO LEVEL -- A CONFRONTATION

Twin Peaks
Chair: Jurgen W. Falter, Free University of Berlin, W. Germany
Papers:
  "The Impact of Economic Expectations and Perceptions Upon Voting
   Decisions"
  Hans Rattinger, University of Bamberg, W. Germany
  "Rational Choice Models of Political Behavior: A Reconstruction of
   Divergent Explanatory Efforts"
  Reinhard Zintl, Federal Armed Forces University, W. Germany
  "A Reconstruction of Inglehart's Value Change Model in Terms of
   Individual Preference Orders"
  Wolfgang Jagodzinski, University of Bremen, W. Germany
  "Personality as the Forgotten Factor in Explanatory Models of
   Voting Behavior"
  Siegfried Schumann, Free University of Berlin, W. Germany
Discussions:
Manfred Kuechler, Florida State University
Helmut Norpother, State University of New York

** Sunday, July 5, 5:30 - 7:30 pm **

Film and Discussion
Cathedral Hill A

"28-UP"
Michael Apted's Documentary Film

Chairs: Stanley Renshon, City University of New York
        William McKinley Runyan, University of California, Berkeley

** Monday, July 6, 8:30 - 10:15 am **

REGISTRATION 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
BOOK EXHIBIT 8:00 am - 4:00 pm  California Room

Roundtable 4: THE PARANOID LEADER

Telegraph Hill B
Chair: Robert S. Robins, Tulane University
       Jerrold M. Post, George Washington University
       Robert C. Tucker, Princeton University
       Vamik D. Volkan, University of Virginia

Panel 5-1: A META-ANALYSIS OF APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM
OF NUCLEAR WAR USING PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS

Cathedral Hill B
Chair: Marilyn S. Jacobs
Papers:
  "American Psychology and the Prevention of Nuclear War: A
   Contextual Study of Roles"
  Marilyn S. Jacobs
  "Values Related to Acceptance of War: Impact of Moral Reasoning
   and Gender"
  Paula Johnson, California School of Professional Psychology
  "Belling the Cat: Can Psychological Analyses Affect Nuclear
   Policy Making?"
  James P. Kahan, The RAND Corporation
Discussions:
Edward Sampson, California State University, Northridge

Reminder to Panel and Events Chairs: PLEASE submit your report for the
proceedings to the Conference Secretary at the Registration Desk BEFORE
DEPARTING from the meetings. Thank You.
Panel 5-2: LIBERALISM AND POLITICAL INEQUALITIES

Marina/Sea Cliff

Chair: James N. Rosenau, University of Southern California

Papers:
- "Left, Right, Human Rights, and Human Wrongs" Christian Bay, University of Toronto, Canada
- "Political Democracy, Environmentalism and the Disadvantaged" Robert Fachelke, Trent University, Ontario, Canada
- Pauline Vaillancourt, University of Quebec at Montreal, Canada
- "Political Inclusion: Expectations and Disillusions" Harry Eckstein, University of California, Irvine
- "The Impact of Culture on Political Conceptualization: "Natural Rights" Theory in Late Nineteenth Century Japan" Ray A. Geigle, California State College, Bakersfield

Discussants: Judith Stiehm, University of Southern California
Larry Spence, Pennsylvania State University

Panel 5-4: PSYCHOANALYSIS, CONFLICT AND AGGRESSION: CLINICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES

Telegraph Hill A

Chair: James M. Glass, University of Maryland

Papers:
- "Self Esteem and Mechanisms of Defense: An Empirical Study" Tom Bryder, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
- "On Relationships and Aggression" Roger Lewin, The Sheppard and Enoch Pratt Hospital
- "Nietzsche and Freud: The Theory of Aggression" Paul Roazen, York University, Canada
- "Civil and Anti-civil Impulses in the Self" James M. Glass, University of Maryland

Discussants: Glass, Bryder, Lewin and Roazen

Panel 5-5: PEOPLE’S WELFARE AND GOVERNMENTAL POLICIES I: INSTITUTIONS UNDER STRESS AND CONSTRAINT

Twin Peaks

Chair: Rudolf Wildenmann, University of Mannheim, W. Germany

Papers:
- "Party Programmes, Government Declarations, Legislation and Central Government Expenditures" Richard Hofferbert, State University of New York, Binghamton
- Hans Dieter Klingemann, Free University of Berlin, W. Germany
- "Individual Well-Being and the Welfare State: Consequences for Democratic Regime Legitimacy" Bettina Westle, University of Mannheim, W. Germany
- "On the Interdependence of the Economic and Political System: Market Order and Welfare Politics" Manfred E. Streef, University of Mannheim, W. Germany

Discussants: Edward N. Muller, University of Arizona
David Cameron, Yale University

Panel 5-3: PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON TERRORISM

Cathedral Hill A

Chair: Martha Crenshaw, Wesleyan University

Papers:
- "The Subjective Reality of the Terrorist" Martha Crenshaw, Wesleyan University
- "Political Violence and Terrorism" Lawrence Z. Freedman, University of Chicago
- "An Attributional Analysis of the Media Coverage of Terrorist Violence" Michael A. Milburn, University of Massachusetts

Discussants: Kenneth Weiner, ISR, University of Michigan
Ann Fillmore, University of Aberdeen, UK
Panel 5-6: PSYCHOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS OF POLITICAL ACTION

Presidio/Pacific Heights

Chair: Allan Lerner, University of Illinois, Chicago

Papers:

"Machiavellianism and Narcissicism"
Allan Lerner, University of Illinois, Chicago

"The Achieving Narcissist and His Father"
Alan J. Stern, University of North Carolina

"Anti-Authoritarianism and Political Activism"
Jos. D. Meloen and A.K. Den Boon, Amsterdam, Netherlands

"Left and Right-Wing Personalities: Are Leftists More Ambivalent?"
William F. Stone, University of Maine

"Political Attitudes of Young Austrians in Comparison with their Contemporaries in West Germany and the United States in the Light of the Election of Kurt Waldheim"
Gerda Lederer, Manhattanville College

Discussant: David O. Sears, University of California, Los Angeles

Roundtable 5: TERRORISM AND THE MEDIA

Cathedral Hill A

Chair: Daniel Heradstveit, Norwegian Institute for Foreign Policy, Norway
Jerrold M. Post, George Washington University

Georgie Anne Geyer, Syndicated Columnist
Eric Shaw, Defense Systems, Inc.
Michael Craft, Office of Counterterrorism, U.S. Department of State
Susan Price, St. Elizabeth's Hospital

Panel 6-1: GENDER DIFFERENCES IN EARLY LIFE POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION

Marina/Sea Cliff

Chair: Jack Dennis, University of Wisconsin

Papers:

"Gender Differences in the Development of Preadult Political Orientations"
Diana Owen, Rutgers University
Jack Dennis, University of Wisconsin

"Gender Differences in Political Attitudes of Japanese Grade School Children"
Toshikazu Aiuchi, Hokkaido University of Education, Japan

"Divergent Visions of Women's Participation in Political Life in Muslim Nigeria"
Barbara Calloway, Rutgers University

"Rhetoric and Cognitive Style: Sex Differences in Ways of Understanding the Political Domain Among Adolescents"
Helen Haste, University of Bath, UK

Discussants: Owen, Dennis, Calloway, Aiuchi and Haste
**Monday, July 6, 10:30 am - 12:15 pm**

Panel 6-2: LEADERSHIP AND FOREIGN POLICY MAKING

Cathedral Hill B

Chair: Margaret G. Hermann, Ohio State University

Papers:
- "Groupthink and British Foreign Policy Making"
  Stephen Walker, Arizona State University
- "Who Makes Foreign Policy Decisions and How: An Initial Test of A Model"
  Charles and Margaret Hermann, Ohio State University
- "Presidential Leadership and Foreign Policy Making"
  David Winter, Wesleyan University
- "Leadership in Foreign Policy"
  Stanley Hoffmann, Harvard University

Discussant: Stanley Renshon, Graduate Center, City University of New York

**Monday, July 6, 10:30 am - 12:15 pm**

Panel 6-4: THE WORLD AND THE COUCH: REFLECTIONS ON THE POLITICAL CONTEXT OF PSYCHOTHERAPY

Telegraph Hill B

Chair: Walter Truett Anderson

Papers:
- "Psychotherapy: Part of the Solution or Part of the Problem?"
  Thomas C. Greening, Psychological Service Associates
- "The Self as Narrative"
  Donald Polkinghorne, Saybrook Institute

Discussant: John E. Mack, Harvard Medical School

Panel 6-3: INDIVIDUAL VALUES AND POLITICAL CULTURES

Telegraph Hill A

Chair: Seymour Martin Lipset, Stanford University

Papers:
- "Some Cultural Prerequisites of Democracy"
  Ronald Inglehart, University of Michigan
- "Individual Values and the Liberal-Conservative Dimension"
  Allen R. Wilcox, University of Nevada, Reno
- "Political Beliefs and Activity in the Context of Values and Anxieties"
  Glynis M. Breakwell and Chris Fife-Schaw, University of Surrey, UK
- "Japan in the World: Generational Opinion from Defeat to Success"
  Davis B. Bobrow, University of Maryland
- "Political, Economic, Social and Moral Values"
  Lajos Geza Nagy and Guy Lazar, Mass Communications Research Center, Budapest, Hungary
- "The Conditions of the Democratic Order"
  Seymour Martin Lipset, Stanford University

Discussant: William M. Lafferty, University of Oslo, Norway

Panel 6-5: PEOPLE'S WELFARE AND GOVERNMENTAL POLICY(II): BUDGETARY ASPECTS

Twin Peaks

Chair: Edward N. Muller, University of Arizona

Papers:
- "Welfare Spending Patterns"
  Alex Hicks, Emory University
- "Budgetary Strategies and Electoral Politics"
  Sabine Lessmann, University of Mannheim, W. Germany
- "Growth of Public Employment and its Consequences"
  Martin Rein, Harvard University
  Thomas Cusack, Center for Social Research, Berlin, W. Germany

Discussant: Rudolf Wildenmann, University of Mannheim, W. Germany
** Monday, July 6, 10:30 am - 12:15 pm **

Panel 6-6: PERSPECTIVES ON POLITICAL PERCEPTIONS

Precidio/Pacific Heights

Chair: Robert C. Luskin, University of Alabama

Papers: "Public Opinion and the Power of Authority"  
Paul M. Sniderman, Stanford University  
Philip E. Tetlock, Thomas Piazza and Ann Kendrick, University of California, Berkeley

"Perceptions of Competence, Personal Qualities, and Affect in Candidate Assessments"  
John H. Aldrich, Eugene Borgida, Wendy M. Rahn, and John L. Sullivan, University of Minnesota

"Perpetual Dissensus: National Elite Perspectives on American Foreign Policy"  
Jerel Rosati and John Reed, University of South Carolina

"Where's the Schema? Schema Theory in Political Psychology"  
John M. Bolland, University of Alabama  
James H. Kuklinski, University of Illinois  
Robert C. Luskin, University of Alabama

Discussants: Philip E. Converse, University of Michigan  
Richard Brody, Stanford University

** Monday, July 6, 12:30 - 1:30 pm **

LUNCH HOUR SPEAKER

El Dorado  
Nevitt Sanford

** Monday, July 6, 1:45 - 3:30 pm **

Roundtable 6: WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM EACH OTHER -- DIFFERENT SOCIAL SCIENCE DISCIPLINES' CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STUDY OF GENDER AND GENDER RELATIONS

Telegraph Hill B

Chair: Roberta S. Sigel, Rutgers University

Patricia Gurin, University of Michigan (Psychology)  
M. Kent Jennings, University of Michigan and University of California, Santa Barbara (Political Science)  
Arlene Daniels, Northwestern University (Sociology)  
Jane Atkinson, Lewis and Clark University (Anthropology)

Panel 7-1: PATRIOTISM

Cathedral Hill A

Chair: Albert Pepitone, University of Pennsylvania

Papers: "On the Sources of Attachment to the Nation"  
Herbert Kelman, Harvard University

"Patriotism, Nationalism, Ethnocentrism: The Surprise of the Century"  
M. Brewster Smith, University of California, Santa Cruz

"The Phenomena of Nationalism and Patriotism from a Research Perspective"  
Rick Kosterman and Seymour Feshbach, University of California, Los Angeles

Discussant: Edwin Hollander, State University of New York at Buffalo

**************************************************************************************************************

Reminder to Panel and Events Chairs: PLEASE submit your report for the proceedings to the Conference Secretary at the Registration Desk BEFORE DEPARTING from the meetings. Thank You.
Panel 7-2: THE ORIGINS OF POLITICAL PROTEST

Cathedral Hill B

Chair: Philip E. Converse, University of Michigan

Papers:
- "Attitudinal Roots of Popular Protest: The French Upheaval of May 1968" by Roy Pierce and Philip E. Converse, University of Michigan
- "Green Party and Protest Party Followers in Western Europe: Differences and Similarities" by Ferdinand Muller-Rommel, Hochschule Luneburg, W. Germany
- "Origins of Nuclear Protest Among Australians" by Richard C. S. Trehair, La Trobe University, Australia
- "The Politics of Peace: Student Perceptions in Mexico and Nicaragua" by Roger N. Johnson, Ramapo College

Discussant: Richard G. Braungart, Syracuse University

Panel 7-4: BELIEFS, EMOTIONS AND POLITICAL BEHAVIOR

Marina/Sea Cliff

Chair: George E. Marcus, Williams College

Papers:
- "When is, and When is No, Self-interest a Political Motivation?" by Jack Citrin, University of California, Berkeley
- "Emotional and Normative Influences on Political Behavior" by George E. Marcus, Williams College
- "The Hidden Transcript of Subordinate Groups" by James Scott, Yale University
- "Restored Trust in Government: Reagan Legacy or Missed Opportunity?" by Arthur Miller and Stephen Borrelli, University of Iowa

Discussant: David O. Sears, University of California, Los Angeles

Panel 7-3: ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND CHARISMA: INSTITUTIONAL OBSTACLES TO THE PURSUIT OF GREAT IDEAS

Presidio/Pacific Heights

Chair: Ralph P. Hummel, University of Oklahoma

Papers:
- "The Ones who Walk Away from Omelas: The Psychology of Out-Casts" by Arthur Colman, A.K. Rice Institute
- "Bureaucracy and Charisma: Helen Caldicott- Nuclear Freeze Prophecy in the Image of 3 Exiled Judaic Prophets?" by Ralph P. Hummel, University of Oklahoma
- "Four Layers of Group-Dynamic Interactions: A Case Study in Strategic Nuclear Planning by the U.S. Air Force and Other Members of the Defense Establishment" by Pamela Pommerance Steiner, Harvard University and McLean Hospital

Discussants: Hummel, Coleman and Steiner

Panel 7-5: PEOPLE'S WELFARE AND GOVERNMENTAL POLICIES (III): DISTRIBUTIONAL OUTCOMES

Twin Peaks

Chair: Manfred E. Streit, University of Mannheim, W. Germany

Papers:
- "Distribution of Income in Historical and Cross-National Perspective" by Edward N. Muller, University of Arizona
- "Taxation, Distributional Effects and Welfare Considerations" by David Cameron, Yale University
- "The Changing Meaning of Growth, Work and Welfare and its Implications for Political Realignment" by Ulrich Widmaier, University of Mannheim, W. Germany

Discussants: Sabine Lessmann, University of Mannheim, W. Germany and Richard Hofferbert, State University of New York, Binghamton
** Monday, July 6, 3:45 - 5:30 pm **

El Dorado

ISPP Business Meeting
Open to All Members

Presidential Address
Hans Dieter Klingemann

** Monday, July 6, 7:00 pm **

Japanese Pavilion

ISPP ANNUAL DINNER*
Honoring Jeanne N. Knutson

Tribute to Jeanne N. Knutson: Joseph V. Montville

Presenter of the Jeanne N. Knutson Award for Distinguished Service to ISPP: Herbert C. Kelman

Speaker: James MacGregor Burns

"Commemorating the 200th Anniversary of the U.S. Constitution"

*Tickets must be purchased in advance

** Tuesday, July 7, 8:30 - 10:15 am **

REGISTRATION 8:00 am - 2:00 pm

BOOK EXHIBIT 8:00 am - 2:00 pm  California Room

Panel 8-1: WORKPLACE DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION (I)

Precidio/Pacific Heights

Chair: Edward S. Greenberg, University of Colorado

Papers:
"Workplace Change and its Limits in Worker-owned and Operated Supermarkets"
Arthur Hochner, Temple University

"Changes in Organizational Cultures in Scandinavian Enterprises: Theoretical and Comparative Perspectives"
Ragnhild Kalleberg, University of Oslo, Norway

"Degeneration and Regeneration in Democratic Firms"
Raymond Russel, University of California, Irvine

Discussant: William M. Lafferty, University of Oslo, Norway

Panel 8-2: THE POLITICS OF AGING LEADERS

Marina/Sea Cliff

Chair: Angus McIntyre, La Trobe University, Australia

Papers:
"Ronald Reagan's Mid-Life Crisis"
Betty Glad, University of Illinois and New York University

"Ronald Reagan: Youth and Age"
Graham Little, University of Melbourne, Australia

"The Politics of Rejuvenation"
Angus McIntyre, La Trobe University, Australia

Discussant: Jerrold M. Post, George Washington University
** Tuesday, July 7, 8:30 - 10:15 am **

Panel 8-3:  GENDER ROLES AND POLITICAL ORIENTATIONS

Telegram Hill A

Chair: Janet Clark, University of Wyoming

Papers:
"Generational Differences in the Socialization of Women Politicians in the R.O.C."
Chou Bih-er, Academic Sinica, South Korea
Cal and Janet Clark, University of Wyoming

Title to be Announced
Mary Ann Kosofsky, Ohio State University

"Gender Role and Political Office: Effects of Perceived Masculinity/Femininity of Candidate and Political Office"
Shirley Miller Rosenwasser and Norma G. Dean, Southwestern Texas State University

"Gender Differences in Attitudes Towards War and in Vulnerability to War Propaganda"
Ofer Zur, California Institute of Integral Studies

"Women and Leadership: United States and Australia Compared"
Jocelyn Clarke, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Australia

Discussant: Carol Cassell, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa

Panel 8-4:  THE DEVELOPMENT OF IMAGES OF THE ENEMY

Cathedral Hill A

Chair: Robert R. Holt, New York University

Papers:
"Stereotyped Images of the Enemy: A Preliminary Study"
Robert R. Holt, New York University

"Images of the Enemy: Their Development in Children and Adolescents"
Petra Hesse, Harvard Medical School

"This is my World: The Use of Children's Drawings as a Universal Medium"
David Fassler, Harvard Medical School

"Hawks and Doves: Evolution of an Archetype"
Ted Gocritz, Rutgers University

"The Social Representation of the Public and Private Enemy"
Assunto Quadrio and Patrizia Catellani, University Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Italy

"Image of the Enemy and New Political Thinking"
Yuri Zamoskin and Andrei Melville, Academy of Sciences of the USSR

"The Image of the Enemy: from a Psychoanalytic Point of View"
Paola Pagani and Romana Candia, University Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Italy

Discussant: Dana Ward, Pitzer College, Claremont, California

-----------------------------------

Cassette tapes will be available for each session of the meetings. They may be purchased at the "Minute Tape" table in the California Room a few minutes after the conclusion of the session. Cassette tapes will also be available by mail after the meeting. Write or call B. Mitchell Loebel, 1066 Sunnyvale-Saratoga Road, Suite 14, Sunnyvale, California 94087 (408) 730-1907 and ask for a complete list of "Minute Tapes" and ordering instructions.
**Tuesday, July 7, 8:30 - 10:15 am**

Panel 8-5: SOME POLITICO-PSYCHOLOGICAL DYNAMICS OF THE PHILIPPINE TRANSITION FROM A DICTATORSHIP INTO A NEW DEMOCRACY

**Telegraph Hill B**

Chair: Cristina Montiel, Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines

Papers:

"Religious Imagery and Themes in Filipino Liberation Politics: A Study of Catholic Bishops' Pastoral Letters During the Marcos-Aquino Transition Period"  
Cristina Montiel, Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines

"Psycho-Political Dynamics of the Communist Insurgency in the Philippines"  
Clarita R. Carlos, University of the Philippines

**Tuesday, July 7, 8:30 - 12:15 am**

Symposium 1: ACTION TO PREVENT WAR AND BUILD PEACE FOR A NUCLEAR AGE: STRESS, COPING AND MENTAL HEALTH

**Twin Peaks**

Chair: Michael Macpherson, Psycho-Social and Medical Research Centre, W. Germany
Helen Haste, University of Bath, UK

Papers:

"Attitudes towards Nuclear War: Anxiety or Optimism Among Adolescents in the USA and the USSR"  
Jonathan Tudge, University of Utah
John Robinson, University of Maryland
Eric Chivian, Harvard Medical School
Nikolai P. Popov, Institute of Studies of the USA and Canada, USSR
Vladimir Andreyentov, Institute of Sociological Research of the Academy of Sciences, USSR

"War-Fear and Psycho-Pathology in Poland"  
Bohdan Wasilewski, University of Warsaw, Poland

"Longitudinal Studies of Fear among British Youth"  
Pam Gillies, University of Nottingham, UK

"Political Fear and Mental Health among German Pre-teens"  
Margarete Meador, Spandau Hospital, Berlin, W. Germany  
Michael Macpherson, Psycho-Social and Medical Research Centre, Berlin, W. Germany

"Reconciling Anxiety and Equanimity: Nuclear Concern and Despair among Young Adults"  
Greg Diamond and Jerald Bachman, University of Michigan

"Associations Between Nuclear Anxiety and Psycho-social Functioning and Problems Encountered by Young Adults"  
Michael D. Newcomb, University of California, Los Angeles

"Nuclear Anxiety, Worry and Coping among U.S. Adolescents: Mental Health and Political Action Implications"  
Scott B. Hamilton, Colorado State University

"Youth Protest as Personal and Cultural Chance"  
Monika Reimitz and Hans Jürgen Wirth, Zentrum fuer Psychosomatik Medizin der Giessen, W. Germany
Panel 9-1: WORKPLACE DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION (II)

Precidio/Pacific Heights

Chair: William M. Lafferty, University of Oslo, Norway

Papers:
- "The Effect of Work Participation on Political Participation: Cross-national Evidence"
  Richard Sobel, Smith College
- "Workplace Democratization and Political Learning: A Critique of the Major Studies with New Evidence from Norway"
  William M. Lafferty, University of Oslo, Norway
- "The Workplace Connection: Further Considerations on the Political Socializing Effects of Workplace Democracy"
  Ronald M. Mason, Southern Illinois University
- "The Effects of Workplace Democracy: A Comparative Analysis of Norway, Israel and the United States"
  Edward S. Greenberg, University of Colorado

Discussants: Roberta S. Sigel, Rutgers University
             Raymond Russel, University of California, Irvine

Panel 9-2: POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Room 378

Chair: Dipak K. Gupta, San Diego State University

Papers:
- "Rational Expectations and Participation in Political Violence: A General Framework"
  Harinder Singh, San Diego State University
- "Economic Development and Political Psychology: Theoretical Considerations"
  Dipak K. Gupta, San Diego State University
- "Ingredients of Economic and Political Development: Psychologically Considered"
  James C. Davies, University of Oregon
- "North-South Relations: Myth or Reality?"
  Carlos A. Medina, Chile

Discussant: Hector Betancourt, Loma Linda University

Panel 9-3: CONTEMPORARY RADICAL RIGHTISM

Telegraph Hill B

Chair: Leonard B. Weinberg, University of Nevada-Reno

Papers:
- "The Radical Right in West Germany"
  Klaus Wasmund, Technical University Braunschweig, W. Germany
- "The Radical Right in France"
  Vera Ebels Dolanov, Anne Frank Institute, Netherlands
- "The Radical Right in Italy"
  Franco Ferraresi, University of Turin, Italy
- "Doing One's Duty in the Third Reich: Kurt Waldheim and Austria's Collective Memory"
  Gerhard Botz, Austria
- "The Radical Right in the United States"
  Leonard B. Weinberg, University of Nevada-Reno

Discussant: Samuel H. Barnes, University of Michigan

Panel 9-4: COGNITIVE PERSPECTIVES ON POLITICAL PROCESSES

Cathedral Hill B

Chair: David O. Sears, University of California, Los Angeles

Papers:
- "What Causes People to Support General Principles More than Specific Applications of Them?"
  James H. Kuklinski, Ellen Riggle, Norbert Schwartz, Robert S. Wyer, University of Illinois
- Title to be Announced
  Richard Christie, Columbia University
- "The Political Implications of Human Information Processing"
  Loretta Graziano, California State University
- "The Cross Cultural Dimension of Negotiations: Some Perspectives from Social Cognition"
  Rajesh Kumar, New York University
- "A Cold War Schema: Effects on Recall of Relationships and Support for Sides in Conflict"
  Matt Hirshberg, University of Washington

Discussant: Lewis Lipsitz, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
** Tuesday, July 7, 10:30 am - 12:15 pm **

Panel 9-5: MORA L ORIENTATIONS AND MEDIA INFLUENCES

Telegraph Hill A

Chair: Shawn W. Rosenberg, University of California, Irvine

Papers:
- "Mass Communication and Nuclear War: Identity and Leadership"  
  Lee Wilkins, University of Colorado

- "Environmental Politics and the Media in Australia: A Case of Restricting the Social Diversity of Environmental Values?"  
  Philip J. Tighe and Roslyn E. Taplin, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Australia

- "Action Competences: Other Effects of Media on the Identity Processes"  
  Anna Melich, University of Geneva, Switzerland

- "Images of War and Peace among Israeli Adolescents: Regional and National Comparisons"  
  Orit Ichilov, Andre Mazwi and Ruth Eldar, Tel Aviv University, Israel

- "Moral Orientations and Legitimation Problems in Poland"  
  Aleksandra Jasinska-Kania, Warsaw University, Poland

Discussant: Harold Guetzkow, Northwestern University

** Tuesday, July 7, 2:45 - 5:30 pm **

Symposium 2: ACTION TO PREVENT WAR AND BUILD PEACE FOR THE NUCLEAR AGE: DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL AND PROTEST ACTION IN THE CONTEXT OF PEACE

Twin Peaks

Chairs: Helen Haste, University of Bath, UK  
       Michael Macpherson, Psycho-social and Medical Research Centre, Berlin, W. Germany

Papers:
- "A World of Nuclear Disarmament: An International Study of Student Attitudes"  
  Knud Larsen, Oregon State University

- "Cognitive Determinants of Opinion and Behavior Concerning Nuclear Weapons Issues"  
  Linden Nelson, California Polytechnic State University

- "The Influence of Values on Attitudes toward Nuclear Armament-Disarmament Policy Issues"  
  Seymour Feshbach, University of California, Los Angeles  
  Robert Singer, University of California, Riverside

- "An Experimental Study of Anti-Nuclear War Activism"  
  Janet Schofield and D. Lee Fox, University of Pittsburgh

- "Effects of the Chernobyl Disaster on Political Behavior"  
  Klaus Boehmke, Free University of Berlin, W. Germany  
  Heiner Legewie, Eva Jaeggi and Andreas Boehm, The Technical University of Berlin, W. Germany

- "Coping, Defense and Action after Chernobyl"  
  Helen Haste and Fay Sharples, University of Bath, UK  
  Howard Gruber, University of Geneva, Switzerland  
  Doris Wallace, Bank Street College

- "Support for Peace Movements in Twelve Countries of the European Community"  
  Nicholas Watts, Max Planck Institute, Berlin, W. Germany

- "Value-Attitude Relationships Regarding Peace and National Securing in Adolescents and Adults"  
  Daniel Mayton, Lewis Clark State College

- "Raising a Politically Active Young Generation in the Nuclear Age: Some Thoughts for Concerned Adults"  
  Petra Hesse, Lisa Goodman, John E. Mack and Bill Beardscle, Harvard Medical School

- "A Model for Protest Activity Against Nuclear War"  
  Riel Vermunt, University of Leiden, Netherlands

Discussant: Harold Guetzkow, Northwestern University
Roundtable 7: THE COLLABORATION BETWEEN PSYCHOANALYSIS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

Telegraph Hill A

Chair: Vamik D. Volkan, University of Virginia Medical School
Robert S. Robins, Tulane University
Robert C. Tucker, Princeton University
Maurice Apprey, University of Virginia Medical School
Robert M. Dorn, Sacramento, California
Jerrold M. Post, George Washington University

Panel 10-1: EMOTIONAL STRUCTURES AND POLITICAL RELATIONSHIPS

Cathedral Hill A

Chair: Henry A. Alker, Saybrook Institute, San Francisco

Papers: "The Multiple Appeals of the Jesus Story"
Hayward R. Alker, Jr., Massachusetts Institute of Technology

"The Dramatic Requirements for Nuclear Power"
Lloyd Etheredge, Yale University

"Parental Influence, Daily Life Experience, and Political Emotions among Young Members of the German Peace Movement"
Gerhard Winter, Tuebiagen University

Discussant: Tom Bryder, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Panel 10-2: MAKING A DIFFERENCE: CAN SOCIAL SCIENTISTS INFLUENCE POLICY MAKERS?

Marina/Sea Cliff

Chair: Thomas C. Greening, Journal of Humanistic Psychology

Papers: "What Can Psychologists and Policy Makers Learn from the Cuban Missile Crisis?"
James Blight, Harvard University

"Can Track II Diplomacy Work?"
Joseph V. Montville, U. S. Department of State

"A Framework for Dialogue Between Policy Maker and Academic"
Harold Saunders, The Brookings Institution

"Contributions of Social Science to Policy Making: A Soviet View"
Yuri Zamoshkin, Institute of USA and Canada Studies, USSR

Discussant: Philip Tetlock, University of California, Berkeley

Panel 10-3: PUBLIC IMAGES OF POLITICAL LEADERS

Precidio/Pacific Heights

Chair: Barbara G. Farah, The New York Times

Papers: "Presidential Style, Personality and Performance"
Dean Keith Simonon, University of California, Davis

"The Image and the Vote"
Shawn W. Rosenberg, University of California, Irvine

"Voters and Political Mass Communication, Denmark"
Steen Sauerberg, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Discussant: Robert C. Sahr, Oregon State University
** Tuesday, July 7, 1:45 - 3:30 pm **

Panel 10-4:  GROUP FORMATION AND ITS INFLUENCE ON INTERGROUP CONFLICT

Cathedral Hill B

Chair: Stephen Worcel, Texas A & M University

Papers:

"Prejudice Vs. Politics: Minority-Majority Support for Minority Candidates"
Arnold Vedlitz, Texas A & M University

"Racial Conflict and Local Politics"
Chandler Davidson, Rice University

"Conflict Mediation and Group Dynamics"
Karen Duffey, State University of New York, Genesco

"Group Formation and Conflict Resolution"
Stephen Worcel, Texas A & M University

Discussants: William Crano, Office of Naval Research
Arnold Vedlitz, Texas A & M University

** Tuesday, July 7, 3:30 pm **

Japanese Pavilion  NO HOST HOSPITALITY BAR

NO HOST COCKTAIL PARTY FOR PROGRAM COMMITTEE

** Tuesday, July 7, 4:00 - 6:00 pm **

Governing Council Meeting

Location to be Announced

DINNER TO FOLLOW FOR COUNCIL MEMBERS

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY

ELEVENTH ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC MEETING

Meadowlands Hilton
New York City Area
July 1-5, 1988

Conference Chair and Host
Robert Jervis

Prospective participants should contact the Program Chair for further information:
Prof. Richard K. Herrmann
Department of Political Science, Derby Hall
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210
DIRECTORY OF MEMBERS AND PARTICIPANTS

This edition of the ISPP Directory lists names and addresses of ISPP members, current and renewing, as of May 27, 1987. Members current for 1987 are noted by an asterisk (*) following their name.

A second alphabetical list provides the name only of all participants on the accompanying program, followed at the right hand margin by the page number(s) of this program on which their name appears.

Every effort has been made to make this directory complete and accurate. However, since errors and omissions do occur, please submit corrections and additions, in note form, to the conference secretary at the registration desk. New information will be used in the next edition of the directory.
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